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What was the “inspiration” for the design of this effigy?
Across time and culture, the fish has symbolized fertility and the hope for a renewed harvest, 
and has been offered as a blessing upon the community.  Even in our own regional creation 
myth, the Cod is central in the first harvest at Plymouth and is offered, by way of a 5-foot 
“Sacred Cod” hanging in the State House, as a reminder of our abundance as Bostonians. 
Boston Cod Piece is homage to the historical struggles and triumphs of the people of our 
region, and an acknowledgment of the sources of sustenance and prosperity that shaped us.

What impact does the effigy have on the local community?
From the local hardware store to the local UHaul, and from the Cambridge Brewing Company to 
our fundraising parties, people are always surprised and delighted when they realize that they 
are supporting the construction of “a giant Cod to burn in the desert.”  It undoubtedly leaves 
an impression since our next visits are always met with a “hey, hows the Cod coming along?”

What interesting story happened during the design and execution of this project?
-When the Boston Cod Piece was built in Dewey Square Boston as part of FIGMENT Boston, a 
few of us remained with the fish overnight to secure it.  Sleep was almost impossible since, as 
we huddled inside the belly of the beast, we were visited by a constant stream of Bostonians on 
their way home from dinner, the bars, clubs etc.  The would poke their heads in and ask things 
like “what is this doing here?” “what is this?” at which point we would invite them in to sit with 
us for a while and share some conversation and Bourbon.  At one point we were visited by SKUL 
Mobile Bicycle Disco who stopped to create the spectacle of a spontaneous dance party....in the 
middle of downtown Boston....in a giant Cod.

What does the effigy hope to convey to the greater community?
Boston Cod Piece hopes to offer a space to reflect on the delicacy of fertility and abundance and 
to encounter the miraculous beauty of community.

What materials were used in the construction of this effigy?
Boston Cod Piece uses standard dimension lumber for its main structure, pine clapboards for its 
head, tail and fins, and hand tie-dyed silk for the main body’s scales.

CORE Art Walk Activities
Boston Cod Piece creators and supporters will be donning decorated cod pieces in honor of 
their effigy while casting their rods into the dust to see what they might reel in.

www.bostoncodpiece.com
facebook.com/Bostoncodpiece


